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Abstract

In this paper three different adjustment proceasea for finding
solutiona to the nonlinear complementarity problem on the product space
S of several unít simplices (NLCP on S) are discuased. Since for example
the problems of finding equilibria in noncooperative N-pereon games and
international trade models can be tranaformed to an NLCP on S, these
processes are suitable for finding Nash equilibria and equilibrium
pricea. It appears that these processea posses a transparant dynamic
interpretation, while they converge under very weak conditiona. The lat-
ter is due to the fact that the proceases always keep the atarting point
in mind, which prevents them from cycling or leaving the simplotope. In
that sense the processea might be preferred above the Walraeian and glo-
bal Newton processes which converge only under rather strong conditions.
Another advantage of the procesaes is that they can be followed diacre-
tely and arbitrary close by so-called aimplicial algorithma.
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1. Introduction

In a Walrasian economy with cr~l commodities the solution apace
is the n-dimensional unit simplex of price vectors

Sn a{p E R~1~E~i pj - 1}.

In an earlier paper [15], we have dealt with convergent adjuetment pro-
cesses for finding an equilibriwn price vector on the unit aimplex. Here
we are concerned with convergent processes on the simplotope S being the
product space of several unit simplicea. For example, in the noncoopera-
tive N-person game the solution epace ia the simplotope

S a n~'1 Snj

where njtl is the number of strategiea of player j , j- 1,...,N. A atra-
T T T ntegy vector is an element x-(x1,...,xN) in S with xj E S j the etra-

tegy vector of player j. Another example concerns the international
trade model with domeatic goods traded within one country only and in-
ternationally traded common gooda. As has been shown by van der Laan

[11J, the price space can be formulated as the simplotope S with S~ the
n

price simplex of the nNtl common goods and wíth S j, j~ 1,...,N-1, the
set of elements xj determining in country j both the (relative) pricea
of the nj domeatic goods and the price level of theae gooda with reapect
to the price level of the common gooda.

Our purpose is to give convergent adjuatment proceseea which
lead to a solution to problems formulated on the simplotope. All the
procesaes to be discusaed in this paper are generalizations of procesaea
on the unit simplex Sn which are based on simplicial pivoting algo-
rithms.

Starting with the work of Scarf [17, 18] and Kuhn [9, 10] seve-
ral (simplicial) pivoting algorithms have been developed to aolve the
problem of finding a vector of equilibrium pricea in Sn for a Walrasian
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economy with n-H1 commodities. Amongst these are the variable dimension
restart algorithms of van der Laan and Talman [12], Doup and Talman [1)
and Doup, van der Laan and Talman [2]. These algorithms approximately
follow paths of prices by generating a sequence of simplices of varyinF
dimension in a simplicial subdivision of the n-dimensional unit simplex
Sn. In [15] it ís shown that these paths of prices can be seen as con-
vergent processes leading from an arbi[rarily chosen price vector to an
equilibrium price vector. In this sense these paths can serve as an al-
ternative for the classical Walras tatonnement process or the global
Newton price adjustment process (see Smale [19]).

The simplicial variable dimension restart algorithms on Sn dif-
fer from each other in the number of rays along which the arbitrarily
chosen starting point v can be left and the directions in which these
rays are pointing. In [12] and [13] there are n-F1 rays. To each of the
r~l facets {p E Snlpi s 0}, i~ 1,...,n~l, of Sn just one ray is poitr
ting. In the algorithm on Sn given in [1] there are also n-F1 rays, but
now pointing from v to the nfl vertices of Sn. Finally, in [2] an algo-
rithm has been developed in which there is a ray to each of the 2~1-2
faces {p E Snlpi ~ 0 if i E T} of Sn with T any nonempty proper subset
of the set of indices Iml -{1,...,ntl}. Leaving the starting point v
along a ray corresponding to some subset T, the prices of the commodi-
ties j in T are all decreased while the pricea of the commodities j not
in T are all increased. Taking T such that j E T if the excesa demand of
good j at v is negative and j not in T if it is posítive, it Eollows
that from the starting poínt the prices of the commodities with positive
excess demand are increased while the prices of the commodities with
negative excess demand are decreased. This is closely related to the
classical tatonnement process. For the existence proofs of the three
processes on Sn and for further details we refer to [15].

In this paper we prove the existence of pa[hs leading from an
arbitrarily choaen starting point v in the simplotope S to a solution
point x~ in S for which z(x~) C 0, where z is a continuously differen-

n
tiable function on the simplotope S- IIN S j. With z(x) ~

(zi(x),...,zN(x))Twe assiune
j~l

that for all x E S and j E IN both zj(x) E
n ~-1R j and xjzj(x) s 0.
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First we consider the existence of patha induced by the genera-
lizations of the two (n-F1)-ray algorithms on Sn. The first generaliza-
tion is due to van der Laan and Talman [14], see alao Talman [20J and
van der Laan, Talman and Van der Heyden [16J. They developed a aimpli-
cial variable dimension algorithm on S with E~~1(njfl) rays to leave the
starting point. Observe that the number of rays equals the number of
facets of S. A variable dimension algorithm on S with IIj~l(njfl) rays
was developed in Doup and Talman [ 1]. In this case the number of rays
equals the number of vertices of 5. Although for the unít simplex the
number of vertices equals the n~mmber of facets, the difference between
the two algorithms on S is similar to the difference of the two corree-
ponding (irFl)-ray algorithms on Sn gíven in [12] and [1]. Their genera-
lizationa to S will be called the sum- and the product-ray algorithm re-
epectively. The corresponding processes which approximately describe the
pathe followed by the algorithms are called the aian- and the product-
process.

Beaides describing the processes for finding equilibria on S
which are induced by known algorithms on S, we will also present a path
following process in which the starting point v can be left along

n fl
II~~1(2 ~-2) rays. This process ia a generalization of the process on

Sn havíng 2~1-2 rays. For a simplicial variable dimension algorithm to
follow approximately the latter path on Sn we refer to [2]. We will call
this process on S the exponent-process. When applied to find equilibri~
strategy vectora in a noncooperative game the path seems to have a plau-
sible strategic interpretation in the sense that initially the probabi-
lities of the profitable strategies are increased whereas the probabili-
ties of the unprofitable strategies are decreased. At first glance the
path is very aimilar to the classic Walras tatonnement procesa when ap-
plied to economic modela. However, convergence is assured by the fact
that the procesa keeps the starting point v in mind.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we descríbe both
the sum- and the product-process on S. The exponent-process on S ie pre-
sented in aection 3. An explanation of these processes in terms of ad-
justment procesaes is given in section 4. The exiatence proofs of the
patha are postponed till the sections 5 and 6. For these proofs we need
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the concept of primal-dual manifolds as introduced by Kojima and
Yamamoto [7]. This theory is aummarized at the beginning of section 5.
The remainder of section 5 is devoted to the existence proof of the
paths generated by the sum- and the product-process. Fínally, in secti~n
6 the convergence and existence of the path belonging to the exponent-
process on S is proved.
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2. The sum- and the product-process on S

In this section we deacribe two convergent adjustment processes
~for finding a solution point x E

nuously differentiable functlon

~S with z(x ) t 0, where z is a conti-
n

from the símplotope S- IIN S j to thej-1n fl
product space IIN R j , suchj-1
(zi(x),...,zN(x))T satisfies

that for all x e( xi,...,xN)TE S, z(x) ~

x~z~(x) a 0 for all j - 1,...,N.

These processes will be called the sum- and the product-process
and correapond to the simplicial variable dimension algorithms on S of
van der Laan and Talman [14] and Doup and Talman [lj respectively. The
processes correspond to the algorithms in the sense that the path of
points traced by [he processea can be followed approxímately by these
algorithms. In fact, the paths can be followed arbitrarily close by
taking the mesh of the underlying triangulatíon small enough. We can
therefore consider the path traced by the process as the limiting path
of the corresponding algorithm, being the path of pointe traced by the
algorithm when the mesh of the underlying simplicial subdivision goes to
zero. The existence of the paths to be described in thie section will be
proved in sectnon 5. Throughout this paper xjh denotes the h-th compo-
nent of x~ E S~ where x s(xi,...,xN)T lies in S and zjh(x) denotes the

h-th component of zj(x) E Rn~}1 with z(x) ~(zi(x),...,zN(x))T in
n tl n tl

II~s1R ~. Finally, e~(k) is the k-th unit vector in R~ , k~ 1,...,

n~t~~ J ~ I,...,N.

Let v be an arbitrarily choaen starting point in S. We first
describe the sum-process leading from v to a solution point. As its name
indicates there are Ejsl(n~tl) rays along which the starting point v can
be left. The ray along which v is left is uniquely determined by the
function value z(v) at v. In the sequel, let IN be the index set
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{1,...,N} and for each j E IN, let I(j) be the set of pairs of indices
{(j,l),...,(j,njtl)} and let I- u I(j).

j E IN
The set t is [he collection of subsets of I given by

tl -{T C Ilfor all j E IN, there is a(j,k) E I(j)`Tj with vjk ~ 0},

where Tj a T n I(j), j E IN. So, if T E tl, then for all j E IN at least
one index (j,k) for which vjk is positive does not belong to T. Clearly,

the set T ~ {(j,h)} is
the set A1(T) by

in tl only if vjh ~ 1. For each T E tl we define

A1(T) ~{x E S~for all j E IN, xjk ) bjvjk if (j,k) E T and

xjk - bjvjk if (j,k) ~ T where 0 c bj c 1}.

Notice that

A1(~) a{x E S~for all j E IN, xjk z bjvjk

for all (j,k) E I(j), with 0 c bj c 1} -{v}.

Furthermore if T 1, a{(j,h)}, A(T) is a one-dimensional subset of S be-
ing the line segment

A1({(j,h)}) a{x E Slxjh ~ bjvjh and xjk ~ bjvjk, k~ h,

with 0 c bj c 1, and xik ~~ik

for all i~ j, k~ 1,...,nii-1}.

For simplicity we denote A1({(j,h)}) by A1(j,h), (j,h) E I. A1(j,h) is a
straight line from v s(vi,v2,...,vN)T [o the point (i,v2,...,~T 1'J-
e~(h),v~1,...,vN)T. There are E~31(njfl) of such rays if all components
vjh are less than one, i.e. if, for all j, vj ~ ej(k), k s 1,...,njtl.
In general, the number of rays is equal to E~~1(njtl-Rj), where Rj-1 if



vjk~l for some (j,k) E I(j) and Rj-0 otherwise. For N-2, nl-1, n2-2, the

rays A1(j,h), (j,h) E I, are pictured in figure 2.1. In general the
dimension of A1(T) equals ~T~, with ~T~ the cardinality of the set T.

Fígure 2.1. N-2, nl-1, n2-2. The 5 rays from v to (vi,e2(k))T, k-
1,2,3, and (ei(k),v2)T, k - 1,2.

Besides the sets A1(T), T E tl, we define for each T C I the aet C1(T)
by

C1(T) -{x E Slzjk(x) - max zih(x), if (j,k) E T}.
(i,h) E I

In particular, for each (j,h) E I,

C1(j,h) :- C1({(j,h)}) -{x E Slzjh(x) - max zik(x)},
(i,k) E I
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and hence C1(T) - n C1(j,h). Since each C1(j,h), (j,h) E I, is
(j,h) E T

closed and since S is covered by all the sets C1(j,h), it follows from
the intersection point theorem on S(see van der Laan, Talman and Van
der Heyden [16] or Freund [4]) that there is an x~ in S such that for at
least one j E IN,

~ ~
xjh - 0 or x E C1(j,h), h s 1,...,njtl.

T ~Sínce x.z (x) ~ 0 for all x E S, it follows tha[ z(x ) G 0 with~Jj ~ j
zjk(x )- 0 if xjk ~ 0. By definition of the sete C1(j,k) this implies

~ ~that max(i,h)zih(x )- 0 and hence z(x ) C 0.

The sum-process is now descibed by the sets B1(T), T E T1, defined by

B1(T) : A1(T) n C1(T).

Under some regulari[y condition, the union of all sets B1(T),
T E rl, to be denoted by B1, consists of a disjoint set of piecewíse
smooth loops and paths in S. In section S we will prove that just one of
these paths has v as one oE its end points, whereas all other end points
of the paths are a solution point. So, there ís just one path leading
from v to a solution point. More precisely, each set B1(T), T E T1, con-
sists of smooth loops and paths with each path having two end points
lyíng on the boundary of B1(T). Let x be such an end point. Then three
cases can happen. First, we may have that xjk - 0 for some (j,k) ~ T
with vjk ~ 0. Then, by definition of A1(T), bj Q 0 and hence xjh - 0 for
all (j,h) ~ Tj. Consequently, for (j,h) E I(j), xjh ~ 0 implies
(j,h) E T and hence for all (j,h) E I(j) we have that

xjh a 0 or x E C1(j,h)

so that x is a solution point.
A1(T`{(j,h)}) n C1(T) for some
B1(T`{(j,h)}) and is therefore

Secondly, we may have that x lies
(j,h) E T. Then x lies also in

1

in

an end point of a path in B(T`.{(j,h)})
except when T~{(j,h)} in which case x E B1(p) -{v}. Finally, we may
have that x lies in C1(T u{(j,k)}) n A1(T) for some (j,k) ~ T. Then,
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either T u{(j,k)} E T1 and x is also an end point of a path in
B1(T U{(j,k)}), or T V{(j,k)} ~ T1. In the latter case x is a solution
point since T E T1 and T U{(j,k)} ~ T1 implies that vjh ~ 0 for all
(j,h) not in T.U {(j,k)}, and hence xjh ~ 0 for all these (j,h).

J
Linking all paths in B1(T), T E tl, together, we obtain a col-

lection of loops and paths in B1. Sínce v ie an end point of a path in
B1(j,k) where zjk(v) - max(i,h)zih(v)~ this collection contaíns just one
path having v as one of its end points. As has been shown above, the
other end point must be an interaection point and hence a solution to
z(x) ~ 0. Fur[hermore, the end points of all other paths (if any) are
solution points. The path connecting v with a solution point x~, to be
denoted by P1, is the path of points in S generated by the sum-process.

Statement 2.1. The path of points in S followed by the sum-process is
the path in B1 leading from the initial point v to a solution point x~.

For N~2, nlan2~1, the set B1 and the path P1 are illustrated in figure
2.2. In this figure C1(1,1) is denoted by I, C1(1,2) by II, C1(2,1) by
IIL and C1(2,2) by IV.

III
~x

~
IV

I

1P v

II
III

IV ól
Figure 2.2. B1 consists of the path P1 from v to the solution point x~

and a loop in A1({(1,1),(2,2)}).
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The product-process is defined in a similar way. Instead of
N

Ej31(njfl) rays this
leave v, each of them
S this number is one
dices given by

process is characterized by Jl~sl(njfl) rays to
leading to a vertex of S. Only if v is a vertex of
less. Let r2 be the collection of subsets of in-

2T 3{T C IIT -~I or ITjI ~ 1, j z 1,...,N, and ;Ij E IN for

which E v ~ 1}.
(j.k) E Tj jk

We now deEine sets AZ(T), T E r2, by

A2(T) - {x E S~xjk ~ b vjk if (j,k) E T

xjk 3 b vjk if (j,k) ~ T

where 0 C b G 1}.

Clearly, A2(~) -{v}. Furthermore, for all T E TZ, T~~,

dim AZ(T) - ~T~ -:V ~- 1.

In particular, A2(T) is a one-dimensional set connecting v with a vertex
of S if ITj~ - 1 for all j E- IN. This vertex is given by (eT(k ),...,L 1
eN(kN))T for T~{(j,kj) E Ilj a 1,...,N}. So the nianber of rays A2(T)

is equal to II3~1(njtl) 1E v is not a vertex of S and one less if v is a
vertex of S. In the latter case, the set of indices corresponding to
this vertex does not belong to T2 because vjk ~

j
1 for all j. For N~2,

nl~l and n2~2, the rays are illustrated in figure 2.3.
For T C Z, we define the sets C2(T) by

CZ(T) a{x E Slz.k(x) ~ max z(x),
~ (j.h) E I(j) jh

Eor all (j,k) E Tj, j ~ 1,...,N}.
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c2)
(2)

Figure 2.3. The six rays from v to the vertices of S for N-2, nl~l, n2~2.

The product-process ie now defined by sets B2(T), T E 72, where
for all T E r2,

B2(T) a A2(T) n C2(T).

As will be ahown in section 5, the union B2 of all B2(T)'s,
T E rZ, consists in general of disjoínt loops and paths. One of theae
paths has v in B2(~) e{v} as one of its end points, whereae all other
end points are a solution point. More precisely, each B2(T), T E TZ,
constats of smooth loops and paths with two end pointe. Each end point x
lies ín bd(AZ(T)) n C2('f) or in A2(T) n Cz(T V{(j,k)}), for eome
(j,k) ~ T. If x líes ín bd(AZ(T)), then according to the definition of
A2(T), either x lies in S(T) -{x E Slxjk ~ 0, (j,k) ~ T} or x lies in
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A2(T`{j,h}) for some (j ,h) E T, or if ITj~ ~ 1 for all j, x~v and hence
an end point of a path in 62. In the flrst case, x lies in S(T) n C2(T),

so that zik(x) z max zih(x) for all (i,k) with xik ~ 0. Hence,
(1.~~) E I(i)

~;ínce xiz~(x) ~ 0, í E 1N, we have tha[ x is a solution point. Wher x
lies ín A(T`{(j,h)}) for some (j,h) E T, the point x is also an end
point of a path in B2(T`{(j,h)}). So, if x E bd(A2(T)) n C2(T), either x

is an end point of a path in B2 or x is an end point of a path in

B2(T`{(j,h)}) for some (j,h) E T. On the other hand, when an end point x
of a path in B2(T) lies in C2(T U{(j,k)}) for some (j,k) ~ T, x is an
end point of a path in B2(T U{(j,k)}) if T a T U{(j,k)} E r2 or x is a
solution point if T~ T2. Clearly, T~ r2 implies that vjh - 0 for all
(j,h) ~ T. So, according to the definition of A2(T), also xjh ~ 0 for
all ( j,h) ~ T, since T C T. Hence, xjk ~ 0 implies ( j,k) E T so that
zjk(x) - max z h(x) because x E C2(T). From xjzj(x) s 0 it fol-

(j,h) E I(j) j
lows that zjk(x) a 0 for (j,k) E T and so zjk(x) c 0 for (j,k) ~ T.

By linking all paths in the various B2(T)'s, T E r2, we obtain
the loops and paths of B2. The starting point v is again an end poínt of
just one path in B2. Therefore, there exists a path, to be denoted by
P2, in B2, connecting v with a solution point x~.

Statement 2.2. The path of the product-process on S is the path P2 in B2
which leads from v to a solution point.

For N-2, nl~n2~1, the set B2 and the path P2 are illustrated in
figure 2.4. In this figure C2({(1,1),(2,1)}) is denoted by I,
C2({(1,1),(2,2)}) by II, C2({(1,2),(2,1)}) by III and C2({(1,2),(2,2)})
by IV.
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1
0
0
1

z21-z22-~

0
1
0
1

Figure 2.4. B2 consiste of the path P2 from v to the solution point x~.
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3. The exponent-process on S

Doup, van der Laan and Talman [2] presented a simplicial al,a,o-
rithm on the n-dimensional unit simplex Sn, in which the starting poínt
v can be left along 2~1-2 rays. The adjustment procesa corresponding to
this algorithm has been described in van der Laan and Talman [15]. In
this section we give a generalization of this adjustment process for
problems on S. This new process can leave an interior starting point

njf 1
along IIj~l(2 -2) rays. We will call it therefore the exponent-process
on S. Along which ray the process leaves v depends on the sign pattern
of the function value z(v). Since the process is governed by the sign
pattern of the function values we introduce some notation on this mat-
ter.

n fl
A vector s s(si,s2,...,sN)TE IIN 1R j is a sign vector if

J~
sjk E{-1,0,1} for all (j,k) E I. For a sign vector s we define

Ij(s) 3 {(j,k) E I(j)~sjk - -1}

I~(s) a{(j,k) E I(j)Isjk - 0}

and

I~(s) a{(j,k) E I(j)Isjk 3 fl}

I-(s) a UjIj(s), IO(s) - V~Ij(s) and I}(s) a U~I~(s),

where the union is over all j E IN. Furthermore, we denote

Vj z{(j,k) E I(j) ~v~k - 0}

and V - V~Vj. Finally, hj 3 IVjI, V~ ~ I(j)`Vj, j a 1,2,...,N, and Vc -
~jv~.

by
Let T3 be the set of sign vectors s E R~M

N
, M a E n., defined

jal ~
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t3 ~{s E R~MI 1í.] E IN, either I~(s) ~ A or Ij(s) n V~ ~ Q,

and~ j E IN with I~(s) ~ ~}.

So, if s E t3, then there i s at least one j E IN for which there ís an
index ( j,k) E I(j) with sjk ~ tl whereas for all j E IN we have that if
I~(s) is not empty, there is an index ( j,h) E I(j) with ajh ~-1 and

fvjh ~ 0 while Ij(s) is empty íf there is no such index.

As for the sum- and product-process we now define regions in S,

which impose conditione on x. For a E t3, the region A3(s) in S ie

def.ined by

A3(s) e{x E S~xjk a (lfaj)vjk i f ajk ~ 1 and vjk ~ 0

xjk ~ aj if sjk ~ 1 and vjk ~ 0

xjk s b vjk if sjk ~-1

b vjk t xjk c(lfaj)vjk if ejk - 0 and vjk ~ 0

xjk c aj if sjk~ 0 and vjk ~ 0

with, for all j, aj ~ 0, and 0 c b c 1}.

Notice that b~ min xjk~vjk and that for j~ 1,...,N,
(j,k)EVc

aj ~ max{ max xjk~vjk, 1 t max xjk} - 1
( j,k) E V~ ( j,k) E V j

if sjk a 1 for at least one (j,k) E I(j). We define aj e fm if sjk c 0
for all (j,k) E I(j).

Clearly, the dimension of A3(s) is equal to 1 f E~~1~ I~(s)~ ~

1 t IIC(s)~ if Ij(s) n V~ s A for all j. If, for some j, I-(s) ~ V and
so I~(s) ~~, we have that for all x in A3(s) j j

E ~ xjk ~ E ~ ~jk
(j,k) E Ij(s) (j,k) E Ij(s)
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so that the dimension decreases with one for each j for which
Ij(s) C Vj.

So,
dim A3(s) s 1 f E~~1(II~(s)I - kj(s))

with kj(s) a 1 if Ij(s) C Vj and kj(s) - 0 otherwíse. Observe that kj(s)

- 1 implies that both Ij(s) C Vj and I~(s) a~
I~(s) ~ Q. From

~I~(s)I- kjís)

~13(s)~3 0 and

this, it follows

and therefore that

that dim A3(s) - 1 if for all j,

s 0. So, dim A3(s) - 1 if for all j, either

hence 0
kj(s)

Ij(s) ~~, or kj(s) - ~I~(s)~ 3 1, while for at
~. Since kj(s) s ~I~(s)I s 1 impliesleast one j, I~(s) aj

I~(s) c

(j,h) E I(j),
Vj, I~(s) ~

sign vectors

0 and ~I~(s)~ - 1, this can only occur if for some

vjh 3 1 and Ij(s) -{(j,k) E I(j)Ik ~ h} s Vj. The set of

s E r3 which induce a one-dimenaional region A3(s) is

therefore given by

T3(v) ~{s E r3lfor all j E IN, either Ij(s) ~~ or for some

(j,h) E I(j), vjh - 1, sjh ~ 0 and Ij(s) s Vj while

3j E IN with 13(s) ~~}.

For s E r3(v) the one-dimensional region A3(s) is the line seg-
ment connecting v~(vi,v2,...,vN)TE S and the point x 3(z xT T T1, 2,...,xN)
on bd S, where, i f I~(s) ~~,

xjk ~(ltáj)vjk if sjk ~ 1 and vjk ~ 0

xjk ~ aj if sjk ~ 1 and vjk z 0

xjk ~ 0 if sjk - -1
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with áj such that Ekxjk ~ E (ltaj)vjk t
(j.k) E Vj n Ij(s)

E aj ~ 1 and where xj ~ vj if I~(s) t~, j E I. We canN
(J.k) E Vj n I~(s)

consider the point x as the ( relative) projection of the point v on the
boundary set S(s) ~ {x E S~xjk s 0 for all (j,k) with ajk ~-1} of S.

The number of one-dimensional sets or rays followa from compa-
ring t3 and t3(v). If v is an interior point of S, and hence vjk ~ 0 for
all (j,k) E I, each sign vector s with I~(s) ~~, ~Ij(s)~ ~ 1 and
IIj(s)I ~ 1 for all j E IN, gives a ray. So, in this case there are

n tl
II~~1(2 j -2) rays.

If v is on the boundary there are several cases to consider.
First, suppose that for all j, vjh ~ 0 for at least two indices
(j,h) E I(j). Then, again we have that Ij(s) ~~ while both I~(s) and

Ij(s) contaín at least one element. Moreover Ij(s) ~ ~ implies

Ij(s) n V~ ~ Á and hence all sign vectors s with ejh s 1 for all (j,h)
with vjh ~ 0 are not allowed. It follows that there are

nfl h n-~1 h
2 j - 2-(2 j-1) - 2 j - 2 j- 1(wíth h~ - ~V~~) posaibilities to
choose s, and therefore the total number of rays in this case is

J
n.tl h.

TiN (2 ~ -2 ~ -1 ) ..~-1
Secondly, suppoae that there are at most N-1 indicea j with

vjh - 1 for some (j,h) E I(j). Then the same holds as above, except that
for such an index j also the vector sj with sjh - 0 and sjk ~-1, k~ h,

n tl h
is allowed, so that the number of rays is ft~~l('L j-2 j-ij) with ij ~ 0
if hj a nj and ij a 1 if hj ~ nj.

Finally, we consider the case that v is a vertex of S, i.e. hj -
n fl n n

nj for all j. Now, there are again 2 j - 2 j~ 2 j possibilities to
choose sj. However, according to the definition of the set T3, I}(s)j
must be nonempty for at least one j so that the sign vector s for which
sjh - 0 for all (j,h) with vjh ~ 1 and sik ~-1 for all other (i,k) must
be excluded.
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Combining all the cases above we obtain that the number of one-
dímensional sets A3(s) is equal to

n fl h
RN (2 j -2 ~-i.) - i~-1 ~ 0

wi[h i0 ~ 1 if h~ ~ n~ for all j and 10 - 0 otherwise.

The sets A3(s) are iilustrated in the figures 3.1 and 3.2 for N~2,
nlzn2-1, and Nz2, n1-1, n2-2, respectively.

oi
Figure 3.1. The four rays A3(s) leaving v for s~(1,-1,0,-1)T, s~

(-1,1,0,-1)T, s~(1,-1,-1,1)T and s s (-1,1,-1,1)T denoted
Tby I, IL, III, and IV respectively; v~(},},1,0) .
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Figure 3.2. The ten rays leaving v; vlz ~ v23 ~ p,

(2
( )

Next we define the regiona in S which impoae conditione on the

function values. For each aign vector e , the subaet C3(s) of S is de-

fined by

C3(s) ~ CR{x E S~sign z(x) ~ s},

where CR(W) denotea the cloaure of the aet W. Clearly C3(s) ~ Q if for
some j, ajh ~ 1 for all (j,h) E I(j) or sjh ~-1 for all (j,h) E I(j),
aince x~zj(x) ~ 0 for all j E IN and x E S. On the other hand, z(x) ~ 0

if x E C3(s) with ajh E{-1,0} for all (j,h) E I and hence each x in

auch a subaet C3(s) is a solution point. Notice that for a solution
point x in C3(s), ajh ~-1 implies xjh ~ 0.

We now consider the aets B3(s), s E T3, defined by
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B3(s) - A3(s) n C3(s).

For simplicity we assume that v is not a solution point so that s~ -
si~nz(v) ~ 0 and sC E T3. If for some j, vjh z 1 and zjk(v) ~ 0 for at
least one k~ h, we set s~h ~-1, although zjh(v) ~ 0. Clearly v E
B3(s~). Again, under some regularity conditions, the union B3 of all
sets B3(s), s E T3, consiste of a disjoint collection of paths and
loops, containing one path with v as one of its end points and a solu-
tion point as its other end point, whereas all other paths have two so-
lution points as their end points. This will be proved in section 6. To
be more explaining, each set B3(s), s E i3, consists of smooth loops and
paths. An end point x of a path lies either in bd A3(s) or in bd C3(s).
We first consider the case that an end point x lies in bd A3(s). We say
that sl conforms to s2, denoted by sl .- s2 if ejh ~ 0 implies sjh - s~h.

Moreover, we say that sl conforms closely to s2, sl ~1 s2 if sl t s2 and
dim A3(sZ) - dim A3(sl) - 1. Since dim A3(s) 3 1 f Ejsl(II~(s)I-kj(s)),
sl H s2 implies that for just one j, s~h E{-l,fl} for just one (j,h)E

I~(sl) if kj(sl) ~ 0. In case kj(sl) ~ 1, either for just two indices

(j,h) E Ij(sl) and (j,k) E I~(sl) n V~, s~h ~ 1 and s~k ~-1 or s~h --1

for just one (j,h) E Vj for which s~h ~ 0.

Clearly,

bd A3(s) -[S(s) n A3(s)] u [u {A3(sl) ~ s N sl}].

Lemma 3.1. If, for some s E t3, x E B3(s) n S(s), then x is a solution
point.

Proof. Since x E S(s) we have that x~k s 0 for all (j,k) E I-(s). Conse-
quently, zjk(x) ~ 0 for all (j,k) with xjk ~ 0. Suppose now that for
some (j, }) with xjk 3 0, zjk(x) ~ 0. 3ínce zjk(x) ~ 0 we have that
(j,k) E I(s). However, x~k ~ 0 and x E A(s) implies both vjk - 0 and
aj s 0 and therefore b~l. Hence x~v. However s E T3 implies that v~
S(s), which proves that z(x) t 0. ~
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So, if an end point x of a path in B3(s) lies in S(s) then x is
a solution point. On the other hand, if x E A3(sl) with s.1 sl then x is
an end point of a path ín B3(sl) since x E C3(sl).

We now consider the caee that x E bd C3(s). Then, x E C3(ai),
either for some sl E i3 with sl t1 s or for some sl ~ T3. In the first
case also x E A3(sl) and hence x 1s an end point of a path in B3(el).
If, however, sl ~ T3, then we have that x is a solution point.

Lemma 3.2. If x E C3(s) for some s~É t3, then z(x) c 0.

Proof. Becauae s~ T3, either for all j, I~(s) a~l or there is a j with
Ij(s) ~ p and I~(s) n V~ 3 Q1. In the fírst case we have that sjk E
{-1,0} for all (j,k) and hence s c 0, implying that z(x) c 0. In the
latter case sjh E{1,0} for all (j,h) E I(j) with xjh ~ 0, which implies
zjh (x) ~ 0 for all (j,h) with xjh ~ 0 because x~zj(x) - 0.
Hence zjh(x) ~ 0 implies xjh ~ 0. However, ae in the proof of lemma 3.1
this implies vjh 3 0 and aj ~ 0 and therefore x~v. Aowever, v lies in

C3(s0) and s0 E t3. O

Concluding we have that an end point of a path in B3(s) is
either an end point of a path in B3(sl) with sl ~1 s or s tl sl, or is a
solution point, or is v itself, beíng the end point of a path in B3(s0).
By linking all paths in B3(s), s E T3, we obtai~i the collection B3 of
loops and patha. The starting point v ia an end point of juat one path,
say P3, in B3. The other end point of this path muat be a solution
point.

Statement 3.3. The path of the exponent-process on S is the path P3 in
B3 which leads from v to a solution point.

Observe that the product- and exponent-process coincide when
njzl for all j. So, for an illustration we refer to figure 2.4 where

C3((1,-1,1,-1)T)is denoted by I, C3((1,-1,-1,1)T) by II,
C3((-1,1,1,-1)T) by III, and C3((-1,1,-1,1)T) by LV.
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4. The sum-, product- and exponent-process as adjustment processes

The paths traced by the processes given in the previous sections
can be seen as paths of points x in S along which x is adjusted to reach
a solution point. Since for each process the path starting in v reaches
a solution point x~ we have convergent adjustment processes. In case of
a noncooperative N-person game the variable xjh denotes the probability
with which player j plays his h-th strategy and we may speak about stra-
tegy adjustment processes. In economic modelling a variable denotes a
price (or some other economic variable) and we have price adjustment
processes. The three processes differ in the way in whicli the variables
are adjusted. However, in all processes the components of z(x) satisfy
certain conditions along the trajectory.

In the sum-process the starting point v, when not a solution
point, is left along the ray A1(j,h) with (j,h) the index of the compo-
nent of z(v) with the highest value. We assinne that this index is uni-
que. Along this ray the variable xjh is íncreased, while all other com-
ponents xjk, k~ h, of xj are equally decreased relatively to vjk, until
zik(x)~ becomes equal to zjh(x) for some index (i,k) ~( j,h). Then the
process continues in A1(T) with T a{(j,h),(i,k)}, tracing a path of
points x along which zik(x) ís equal to zjh(x) but larger than the va-
lues of the other components of z(x). Continuing the process, a path of
points x is traced along which, for varying T, T E T1, x lies in A1(T) n
C1(T), so that for all j E IN the ratio between the components xjh,
(j,h) ~ Tj, is equal to the ratio of these components at v but smaller
than the ratio between a component xjk, (j,k) E Tj, and a component xjh,
(j,h) ~ Tj. For the indices (j,k) E Tj the value zjk(x) is kept equal to
the maximum of zih(x) over all components (i,h) E I. When the pa[h
reaches a part of bd S from which the process didn't start, i.e. xjh be-
comes zero for some ( j,h) ~ Tj with vjh ~ 0, then a solution point is
found. If for some (j,k) E Tj and (j,h) ~ Tj, the ratio xjk~xjh becomes
equal to vjk~vjh, so that x lies in A1(T`{(j,k)}), then this ratio is
not further decreased but is kept equal to vjk~vjh and zjk(x) is decrea-
sed away from max(i~h)zih(x). On tiie other hand, íf for some (j,k) ~ T,
zjk(x) becomes equal to the maximum of the components of z(x), then
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either x is a solution point if T U{(j,k)} ~ tl, or the procesa is con-
tinued in BI(T u{(j,k)}) by increasing the ratio between xjk and the
components xjh of x with (j,h) not in Tj while zjk(x) is kept equal to
the maximum of the components of z(x). The trajectory of this adjuatment
process converges to a solution point x~.

In the sum-process initially only the component (j,h) of x cor-
responding to the component of z with the higheat value ie increased.
So, initially the variables xik, i t j, are not adjusted. This ia not
the case in the product-procesa. Asauning that v itaelf ie not a solu-
tion point and that each set I(j) contains a unique index (j,kj) for
which max zjk(v) is attained, thie process leavea the initial

(j,k) E I(j)
point v along the ray A2(T), where T s{(j,kj) E I~j ~ 1,...,N}. Along
this ray, the components xjk , j~ 1,...,N, are increased, while

j
all other components of x are equally decreased relatively to the compo-
nents of v, until for some (j,k), k~ kj, zjk(x) becomes equal to
zjk (x). Then the process continues in A2(T U{(j,k)}), keeping zjk

j
equal to zjk but larger than the other componen[s of zj. More general-
ly, for varying T, T E i2, the product-procesa traces a path of points x
in A2(T) n C2(T), i.e., the ratio between two componenta xjk and xih'
(j,k) and (i,h) both not in T, is kept equel to the ratio vjh~vih and
these ratlos are smaller than the ratio between xjk, (j,k) E T, and xih'
(i,h) ~ T, while for the indices (j,k) E Tj, zjk(x) ia kept equal to the
maximum of zjh(x) over the indices (j,h) E I(j), j~ 1,...,N. Notice the
difference between the product- and the sum-proceas. In the latter pro-
cess the maximum is taken over all components oE z, whereas in the pro-
duct-procese, the maximum is taken over the componenta of zj, j E IN. On
the other hand, in the sum-process xjk ~ bjvjk if (j,k) ~ T, whereaa in
the product-process xjk s bvjk, i.e., in the latter proceas the ratio
between the components of x with índices not in T is equal to the same
ratio at v, whereas in the sum-process this only holds for ratios be-
tween two components with indíces both in I(j) for some j E IN. The pro-
cess stops ín a solution point whenever it reaclies a part of bd S from
which it didn't start, i.e. xjk becomes zero for all (j,k) ~ T. When in
the product-process the ratio between two componente with indices (j,k)
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in T and (i,h) not in T becomes equal to vjk~vih, then (j,k) is deleted
from T and the process continues by decreasing zjk(x) away from

max zjh(x) and keeping xjk~xih equal to vjklvih' If for some
(j,h) E I(j)
(j,k) not in T, zjk(x) becomes equal to the maximum of zjh(x) over all
(j,h) E I(j), then either a solution point is found if T u{(j,k)} is
not in T2 or the process continues in B2(T V{(j,k)}) by increasing the
ratio between xjk and xih wíth (i,h) not in T while zjk(x) is kept equal
to the maximum of zjh(x) over all components (j,h) in I(j). Again, the
trajectory converges to a solution point x~`.

Finally, we consider the exponent-process. Recall that the pro-
duct-process initially adjusts x by only increasing the variables xjk
with indices (j,k) for which zjk(x) has the highest value over all com-
ponents of zj(x). In the exponent-process, all variables are adjusted
simultaneously. The starting point v is left along the ray A3(s~) with
sC ~ si~nz(v). Along this ray the variables xjk with indices (j,k) for
which zjk(x) is positive are increased, keeping, for all j, the ratio
between two of these variables with indices in I(j) equal to their ratio
at v, with some modifications when vjk - 0. Furthermore, the variables
xjk with indices ( j, k) for which zjk(x) is negative are all proportio-
nally decreased. The process follows this ray until a solution point is
found or zjk(x) becomes zero for some index (j,k) E I. In the latter
case zjk(x) is kept equal to zero and xjk is varied between the relatíve
lower bound bvjk and the upper bound (if any) (lfaj)vjk when vjk ~ 0
or aj when vjk ~ 0. Here b~ xiR,~iR for the indices (I,R) for which
ziR(x) ~ 0 and viR ~ 0 while xjh -(1-I-aj)vjh (or aj) for the indices
(j,h) for whích zjh(x) ~ 0 and vjh ~ 0(vjh z 0). In general, for vary-
ing sign vectors s, s E r3, the process generates a path of points x in
A3(s) fl C3(s). So, zjk(x) ~ 0 and xjk lies between the relative bounds
bvjk and (lfaj)vjk (or aj when vjk a 0) if sjk - 0, zjk(x) ~ 0 and
xjk -(1t,1 j)vjk (or a j when vjk - 0) if s jk ~ 0, while zjk(x) ~ 0 and
x~k - bvjk if sjk ~ 0. As soon as zjk(x) becomes equal to zero while
Ij(s) ~{(j,k)} and I~(s) n V~ s{(j,h)} then also zjh(x) becomes zero
by [he complementarity conditions on z. The process continues in B3(sl)
where sl 3 p, sl a p and sl - s for all (i,p) ~(j,k), (j,h),jk jh ip ip
keeping zjk and zjh equal to zero. If zjk(x) becomes equal to zero for
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some (j,k) E Ij(s) with ~ Ij(s) ~~ 1 or (j,k) E Ij(s) n vj or (j,k) E

I~(s) n Vj with ~ I~(s) n V~ ~~ 1 then the process continues in A3(sl)

with s~k a 0 and sRp ~ sRp for all other indices (R,p) E I while zjk is
kept equal to zero. However, sjk changes from zero to 1 or -1 when xjk
reaches its relative upper- or lower-bound. When Ij(s) a~ and
I~(s) C Vj there exists a unique pair of indices (j ,k), (j,h) both in

I~(s) with vjh ~ p for whích xjk ia on its upper-bound and xjh reaches
its lower-bound. While keeping xjk and xjh equal to these bounda, the
process increases zjk(x) and decreases zjh(x) away from zero. When
Ij(s) ~ A only one element sjk becomes 1 or -1 and zjk i s increased or
decreased away from zero respectively depending on whether xjk reaches
its relative upper- or lower-bound.

The process stops whenever it reaches a part of bd S from which
it didn't start or an area C3(s) with s~ T3 . Again the adjustment pro-
cess induced by the exponent-process converges to a solution point x~` as
will be shown in section 6.
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5. Existence proofs I

In the sec[ions 2 and 3 we described the so-called sum-, pro-
duct-, and exponent-process on the product space of several uni[ si~n-
plices, the simplotope S. However, the existence proofs were postponed.
In thís and the next section we show that under some very weak condi-
tions there indeed exist paths leading from the starting point v to a
solution point x~ of the underlying problem.

Central in the argumentation will be the concept of a primal-
dual pair of subdivided manifolds - abbreviated PDM - which has been
introduced in Kojima and Yamamoto [7]. After a short description of some
notions and properties we present in this section for the sum- and the
product-process the appropriate PDM from which the existence of the path
is obtained. The exponent-process will be considered in the next sec-
tion.

By a cell in Rk we mean a convex polyhedral set being the inter-
section of a finite number of closed half spaces. If a cell D is a face
of a cell E, we write D ~ E. Let M be a finite collection of m-dimensio-
nal cells or m-cells in Rk. We denote the collection of faces
{D ID ~ E, E E M} of M by M and the union of all m-cells E, E E M, by

IM~. We call M a subdivided manifold if

a) for all D, E E M, D n E-(1 or D n E is a common face of both D
and E

b) each (m-1)-cell in M lies in at most two m-cells of M
c) M is locally finite, i.e. each point x in IM~ has a neighbour-

hood which intersects with only a finite number of m-cells in M.

The boundary of M, denoted by dM , ís the collection of all (m-1)-cells
of ~y which lie in only one m-cell of M.

Deftnition 5.1. Le[ m be a positíve integer. We say [hat the triple
(F , D,d) ls a PDM with degree m i f it satisfies the following condi-
tions



1) P and D are subdivided manifolds with dual operator d;
2) `dXEP : XdED orXd~~;

`ri Y E D : Yd E P or Yd ~~;

3) Z E P u D and Zd ~~ implies ( Zd)d a Z;
4) If X1,X2 E P, XL ~ X2, Xd ~ d and XZ ~~, then X2 ~ Xa;

If Y1,Y2 E D, YL ~ Y2, Ya ~ a and Y2 ~~, then Y2 ~ Ya;
5) If Z E p U D and Zd ~~1, then dím Z t dim Zd - m.

p( D) is said to be the primal ( dual) subdivided manifold, and ~P~
(fD~) the primai (dual) manifold. We call Zd tYie dual of 7. for every Z
ïn P u D'. Next, we define

L a ~ P, D ,d~ - {Yd x Y I Y E D and Yd ~~}.

Observe that C p, D ,d~ s{X x Xd I X E p and Xd ~ p} . If ( p, D,d)

is a PDM with degree m, then L~~ P, D,d~ is a subdivided m-manifold.
Moreover, suppose that D a X x Y ia an (m-1)-ce11 of y, where X E p and
Y E D. Then if E is an m-cell of L having D as one of its faces
E- X x Xd or E s Yd x Y. For the proofs and more detaile we refer to
Kojima and Yamamoto [7].

Now, let (y be a aubdivided (nFl)-manifold in Rk and let h be a
piecewise continuously differentiable (PC1) mapping from IM~ ínto Rn,
i.e. the restriction of h to each (~rFl)-cell C of M can be extended to
a continuously differentiable mapping on an open neighbourhood of C. We
call c in Rn a regular value of h if dim h(B) s n for all cells B in M
for which c E h(B). If c is a regular value of h then the set

h 1(c) a{x E I1yl Ih(x) - c}

does not intersect with any face B in jy of dimension leas than n.

Theorem 5.2. Let M be a subdivided ( n~-1)-manifold in Rk and let h:
Ilyl t Rn be a PC1 mapping. Suppose that c E Rn ie a regular value of h.
Then h 1(c) is a disjoint union of paths and loopa satisfying the follo-
wing propertiea:
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i) if E E M and h 1(c) r~ E~ JJ, then h 1(c) n E is a disjoint
union of smooth 1-manifolds;

ii) each loop has no intersection with IdM~ ;
iii) x E ti 1(c) is an end point of a path if and only if

x E I dMI ~
iv) if Ilyl is a closed subset of Rk every open or semiclosed path

is unbounded.

Proof. See Eaves [3].

Corollary 5.3. Let L be a subdivided n-manifold induced by a PDM with
degree n and let R} denote the set of nonnegative real numbers, then

1{ ~{ Z x R} I Z E L}

is an (n-H1)-manifold with boundary equal to

dg -{Z x{0} ~ Z EL } U{Z' x R}` {0}~Z' E 6L }.

Moreover, i f h ís a PC1-mapping from I1{~ to Rn and 0 is a regular value
of h, then ( x,t) E h 1(0) is an end point of a path if and only if t-0
(and x E int ILI) or x E IdL~ (and t~ 0).

To prove the existence and convergence of the paths of the three
processes on S we will define suitable PDM's and PC1 mappings h on the
corresponding manifold as defined in (5.1) and apply theorem 5.2 to
deduce that ti 1(0) contains a path which leads from v to a solution
point.

Starting with the sum-process, the primal is completely deter-
mined by the sets A1(T), T E T1, and the dual is induced by the sets
C1(T), T C I. More precisely, for T C I let the set Y1(T) be gíven by

1 N-F.MY(T) -{y E R lyjk - max yih a 1 for all (j,k) E T}
(i,h) E I

Moreover, we define yó -{y E R~M lyjp t 1 for all (j,k) E I} a Y1(~)
1and A~ a{v} a A1(Q).
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Theorem 5.4. The triplet ( p 1, D l,dl) is a PDM with degree NtM where

a) P1 -{A1(T) I T E rl and ITI - M}
p 1-{A1(T) I T E T1} U{Aj(T) IT E rl and j E IN} with

for j E IN and T E T1

Aj(T) a{x E A1(T) I xjk - 0, (j,k) E I(j~Tj}

b) D 1 - {Y~}

D 1 -{Y1(T) I T C I}

1
c) (A1(T))d - Y1(T)

1
(Aj(T))d - ~1

1
(Y1(T))d - A1(T)

1
(Y1(T))d 3 ~

for all Ai(T) E pl

for all T E tl and j E IN

for all T E tl

for all T C I and T~ T1.

1 1
In particular (A~)d - YQ and (Y~)d - A~.

Proof. From the definition of the A1(T)'s we see that the boundary of

A1(T), T E T1, is equal to

bd A1(T) -( U A1(T `{(i,h)})) U( U Aj(T)). (5.2)
(i,h) E T j E IN

Since each A1(T), T E T1, is a ITI-cell and Ai(T) with T E rl and j E
IN, is a (ITI-1)-cell in dS, the collection pl is a aubdivided M~ani-
fold with pl as stated under a. Furthermore, each Y1(T), T C I, is an
(MfN-ITI)-cell with boundary equal to

bd Y1(T) - U yl(T U{(i,h)})
(i,h) E I`T
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so that D1 is a subdivided (MfN)-manifold with D 1~{Y1(T) ~ T C I}.
Finally, the triplet ( pl, Dl,dl) by definition satisfies the other con-
dítions of definition 5.1. In particular, for all T E T1

dim A1(T) f dim Y1(T) 3 M t N. L7

We call (p 1, Dl,dl) the PDM with respect to the sum-process. Now, let
L1 be the (MtN)-manifold ~ pl, Dl,dl~ consisting of the ( MfN)-cells

A1(T) x Y1(T), T E T1. Then we define the ( MtNtl)-manifold K 1 by

K1 -{Z x R} I Z E L 1}.

From corollary 5.3 and (5.2) we obtain immediately that the boundary of
1{ 1 is equal to

~d K 1~-( V (A1(T) x yl(T V {(i,h)}) x R}`{0})) U
T E T

T U {(i,h)} ~ T1

( U 1(A~(T) x Y1(T) x R}`{0})) U( U 1(A1(T) x Y1(T) x{0}))
T E t T E t
j E IN (5.3)

Observe that A1(T) x Y1(T U{(i,h)}) x R} `{0} is indeed a facet of two
(MfNi-1)-cells íf T u{(i,h)} E T1. The PDM i s illustrated i n figure S.1
for the case Nsl, nls2, where the index (l,k) is denoted by k, k-
1,2,3.
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e(3)

e(1) Ai(1,2)

a. The primal p 1, A~ ~{v}

e (2)

X (2,3)
r--

I Y3

lyl (1,2)

'Y1

b. The dual D 1,
YQ s{y E R3I yj ~ 1, j E I3}

FiAure 5.1. The PDM with respect to the sum-process.

Notice that the point (v,0,0) lies in ~d K1~ since the zero-
vector lies in Y1 and v líes in A1. Finally, we define the function
hl : I K ll i RNtMOby 0

hl(X.Y~t) - Y- tz(x) ~ (x.Y.t) E ~K1~ (5.4)

Assimmption 5.5. The function z: S ~ R~M is a continuously differen-
tiable mapping.

Under assumption 5.5 the mapping hl is a piecewiae continuously
differentiable mapping from ~Kll to R~M.

Assumption 5.6. The poínt 0 in R~M is a regular value of the mapping
hl.

From ( 5.3) and theorem 5.2 we then immediately obtain that under
the ass~ptions 5.5 and 5.6 the poínt (v,0,0) is an end point of a path
in (hl)-1(0) and that the latter set consists of a disjoint union of
piecewise smooth loops and paths, each path having 0, 1 or 2 end points
in ~dKl~.
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Lemma 5.7. The point ( v,0,0) is the only end point of a path in
(hl)-1(0).

Proof. Suppose that (x,y,t) is an end point of a path in (hl)-1(0~. Ac-
cording to theorem 5.2 the point ( x,y,t) must lie in I d Kll , When t-0,

1
we get from (5.4) y~0 and so x-v since Oay E int Yp and (YO)d ~ AO ~
{v}. So, let t be positive. Then from ( 5.3) we obtaín that there must be
a T E rl such that

(x,y,t) E A1(T) x yl(T U{(i,h)}) x}`{0}

for some index (í,h) with T V{(i,h)} not ín T1, or

(x,y,t) E Aj(T) x Y1(T) x R}`{0} for some j E IN.

Suppose that the first case holds. Since T V{(i,h)} ~ rl we have
Ekvik - 1 where the sum is over all indices (i,k) in T1 u{(i,h)}. So,
since x E A1(T),

xík g 0 for all ( i,k) 4E Ti V{(i,h)}. (5.5)

On the other hand, y lies in Y1(T U{(i,h)}), i.e., for all (i,k) in
Ti V {(i,h)},

zik(x) 6 yik~t s l~t

so that for all these indices zik(x) ~ 0. Hence, from (5.5) it follows
that

xizi(x) a E xikzik(x) ~ 0
Ti V {(i,h)}

which contradicts the fact that xizi(x) s 0. The second case i s similar
since x E A~(T) for some j E IN implies ET xjk ~ 1 whereas tzjk(x) -
yjk - 1 for all (j,k) E Tj so that x~zj(x) - ET xjkzjk(x) ~ 0.

j p
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Lemma 5.7 shows that the piecewise smooth path G1 in (hl)-1(0)

with end point (v,0,0) is a semiclosed and unbounded path whereas all
other paths in (hl)-1(0) have no end points at all and are both open and
unbounded. Observe that if z(v) c 0, then G1 -{(x,y,t) E Igll Ix ~ v,
y- tz(v), t~ 0}. We assume in the following that v does not solve the
NLCP on S with respect to z.

Since P1 is a bounded t~manifold, at least one of the yjk's
goes to minus infinity or t goes to plua infinity on the unbounded path
G1 in (hl)-1(0) originating in (v,0,0). Suppose that one of the yjk's
goes to -m. Since yjk s tzjk(x) on the path and zjk(x) is bounded on the
compact S we must have also that t goes to infinity. However,
hl(x,y,t) - 0 implies

zjk(x) - yjk~t c l~t for all ( j,k) E I

with an equality for at least one index (if x~ v). Therefore, when t
goes to infinity on an unbounded path in (hl)-1(0) we muat have that all

components of z(x) tend to be nonpositive. More precisely, the unbounded

path G1 originating in (v,0,0) must approach a limit point (x~,y~)E

IL 1~ with z(x~) c 0. Observe that on the path for a point (x,y,t),

t a( max zih(x))-1 and y- z(x)~ max zih(x)
(i,h) E I (i,h) E Y

holds. The next theorem says that the aet B1 defined in section 2 is the
projection of (hl)-1(0) on ~pl~ and that the pa[h P1 of the eum-procese
is the projection of the piecewiae amooth path G~ on Ipl~.

Theorem 5.8. Let (x,y,t) be a point in (hl)-1(0). Then there is a T E il
such that

x E B1(T) a A1(T) rl C1(T).

Proof. The proof of lemma 5.7 shows that i f (x,y,t) belongs to (hl)-1(0)
and t~0, then (x,y,t) ~(v,0,0). So, auppose that ( x,y,t) E(hl)-1(0)
with t~ 0. For t, 0~ t~(maxlzih(v))-1, the point ( v,y,t) liea in
(hl)-1(0) with
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y- tz(v) E int Y~

so that (v,y,t) also lies in G1 and v E B1(A).
When t-(maxlzih(v))-1 and x-v, the point (x,y,t) lies in GI with

y- z(v)~maxlzih(v) E bd Y~.

More precísely, y E Y1({(j,k)}) with ( j,k) the unique index for which

z. (v) z max z (v).~k ih(i,h) E I

Therefore, v E C1(j,k). Stnce v also lies in A1(j,k), we have that

v E B1({(j,k)}).

In general, if (x,y,t) belongs to (hl)-1(0) and x~ v, there is an index
set T E Ti such that

(xrYrt) E A1(T) x Y1(T) x R}`{0}

whereas

y - z(x)t - o.

So, y- tz(x) and y E Y1(T), i.e.

zjk(x) a max zih(x) ~ l~t ~ 0 for all (j,k) E T.
(i,h) E I

Recall that yjk ~ tzjk(x) s 1, (j,k) E T. Consequently, x lies in both
A1(T) and C1(T), which completes the proof of the theorem. O

Corollary 5.9. Under the assimmptions 5.5 and 5.6 the path P1 of the sum-
process exists and connects the starting point v with a solution to the
NLCP on S wíth respec[ to z.
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The path G1 projected on Ipll and ID 1~ respectively is illustrated in
figure 5.2 for N~1 and nl-2. Again, the index (l,k) is denoted by k, k~
1,2,3.

e (3)

a. Projection P1 of G1 on Ipll

Y

Y2

b. Projection of G1 on ~ D 1~

Figure 5.2. The projections of G1 on ~pll and ~ D1~ for N-1, nl-2. The
projections are heavily drawn. In v, z2(v) ~ maxizl(v) and
a- z(v)~z2(v) lies in Y1({2}).
G1 lies in A1(T) x yl(T) x R}`{0} for subsequently T-~,

{2}, {2,1}, {1} and {1,3}. G1 approachea the polnt (x~,y~)
when t goes to infinity with x~ in A1({1,3}) and~
{y }- Y1({1,2,3}). C1({1}) is denoted by I, C1({2}) by II
and C1({3}) by III.

We remark that if 0 is not a regular value of hl we can replace
the system of equations hl(x,y,t) - 0 by hl(x,y,t) - c where c is a
regular value arbitrarily close to 0. The initial point in ~d K1~ then
becomes (v,c,0) with c E int yo, Secondly, i f we consider the sum-ray
algorithm on S which focusses on the minimum, the limiting path also
fits in this framework. Finally we remark that for both aum-ray algo-
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rithms the parameter t does not need to go monotonically from 0 to infi-
nity on the path G1.

Next we examine the existence and convergence of the path rZ of
the product-process on S. Since most of the arguments are the same as
for the sum-process we confine ourselves to a ehort descriptlon. We
start with defining the appropriate PDM. Let I2 be the collection of
proper i ndex sets T in I such that ~Tj~ ~ 1 for all j E IN. The primal
of the PDM with respect to the product-process is completely determined
by the AZ(T)'s with T in t2. The dual is again induced by the C2(T)'s.
More precisely, for T E I2, we deflne the set Y2(T) by

N
Y2(T) ~{y E R~N I E max y 1 and

j'1 (j.k) E I(j) jk ~

yjh - max Yjk~ ( j.h) E T}.
(j.k) E I(j)

Furthermore we define A~ -{v} and

N
Yp s{ y E R~N I E max yjk G 1}.

j-1 (3.k) E I(j)

Observe that dim Y2(T) - M f 2N -(T~ - 1 and that dim Yp a M t N.

Theorem 5.10. The triplet ( P2, DZ,d2) is a PDM with degree MfN, where

a) p2 3{AZ(T) I T E TZ and ~T ~ a M t N- 1}

P2 a{AZ(T) I T E T2} u A~ u{S(T) ~ T E r2} with

S(T) ~{x E S ~ x jk s 0, for all ( j, k) ~ T}

b) D2 z {YO}

D2 -{Y2(T) I T E IZ} v Yó
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2
c) (AZ(T))d a Y2(T)

2
(S(T))d ~ A

2
(YZ(T))d ~ Az(T)

2
(YZ(T))d ~ d

2 2
(A~)d ~ Y~ and (Yp)d ~ A~.

Proof. From the definítion of the A2(T)'s, T E tZ, we obtain that

bd AZ(T) ~ S(T) U( U A2(T`,{(i,h)})) (5.6)
T`{ (i,h)} E t2

if ITjI ~ 1 for at least one j E IN. Furthermore, if ITjI - 1 for all
j E IN.

bd AZ(T) ~ S(T) U A~.

Finally, for all T E I2

and

for all T E t2

for all T E t2

for all T E t2

for all T E I2 `t2

bd YZ(T) ~ U YZ(T V {(i,h)})
T U {(i,h)} E IZ

bd Y~ ~ U y2(T)~
{T I I Tjl ~ 1 for all j E INt

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

Both p2 and D Z are subdivided manifolds since each AZ(T), T E tZ, and
YZ(T), T E Iz, as well as A~ and Y~ is a convex polyhedron. Because of
(5.6)-(5.9) and since

and
dim A2(T) f dim Y2(T) m M t N , T E t2

dim A~ f dim Y~ s M t N,

p2 and D2 aleo satiefy the other condítions of definition 5.1. There-
fore ( PZ, DZ,d2) i s indeed a PDM with degree MtN. ~
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We call ( p 2,D 2,d2) the PDM with respect to the product-pro-

cess. Now, let L 2 be the (M-1-N)-manifold ~ p 2, p 2,d2~ and let the

(MfNfl)-manifold K 2 be defined by

K2 s{X x R} I X E L2}.

From the proof of theorem 5.10 we obtain that

~d K2 ~~ ( (A2(T) x Y2(T U{(i,h)}) x R}`}0}))UU

T E T2

T U{(i,h)} E I2 ` t2

( U (A~ x Y2(T) x Ry`{0})) U

T ~ T2
~T~ ~ - 1 , ~1j

( V (S(T) x Y2(T) x }`{0})) U

T E T2

( U (A2(T) x Y2(T) x{0})) U
T E r2

(AÓ x Y~ x {0}). (5.10)

Notice that the point (v,0,0) lies in ~d K2~ since 0 lies in
Y~. The mapping h2 whose zero points will induce the path of the pro-
duct-process is given by

h2(x,y,t) ~ y - tz(x) , (x,y,t) E ~x 2 ~ .

Assumption 5.11. The value 0 in R~M is a regular value of h2.

Together with assumption 5.5 we have that the function h2 is a
PC1 mapping on IK 2 I so that according to theorem 5.2, (h2)-1(0) con-
sists of a disjoint uníon of loops and paths, each path having 0, 1 or 2
end points in Id K2 ~. Since (v,0,0) lies in ~ d K2~ and h2(v,0,0) a 0,
the point (v,0,0) is an end point of a path in (h2)-1(0).
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Lemma 5.12. The point (v,0,0) is the only end point of a path in
(h2)-1(0).

Proof. Let (x,y,t) be an end point of a path in (h2)-1(0). Then ( x,y,t)
lies in I6 K2~. If t-0 then y~ 0 E int Y~ so that x-v. Suppose now that
t~ 0. Then according to (5.10) either for some T E T2

or
(x,y,t) E A2(T) x Y2(T U{(i,h)}) x R}`{0} with T U{(i,h)} ~ r2

(x,y,t) E S(T) x Y2(T) x R}`{0},

or for some T~ T2 with ITj~ - 1 for all j E IN

(x,y,t) E A~ x y2(T) x R}`{0}.

In the last case we must have xsv and vjk ~ 1 for the unique index
(j,kj) in Tj, j E IN. Since y E y2(T) we must have E~~lyjk e 1 so that

jzjk (v) ~ maxhzjh(v) ~ 0 for at least one index j E IN. Therefore, for
jthis j

v~zj(v) a vjk zjk (v) ~ 0
j J

contradicting the fact th2 x~~zj~(x) - 0 for all x E~, j' E IN. Now
suppose that for some T E t the point (x,y,t) lies i n A(T) x
Y2(T U{(i,h)}) x R`{ 0} for some index (i,h) with T U{(i,h)} not inf
r2. With T' a T U{(i,h)}, then according to the defínitions of T2 and
A2(T) for all j E IN

(j,k)E T~ jk

Since y E Y2(T') there is an i ndex j E IN auch that maxkyjk ~ 0. There-
fore, zjk(x) - t-lyjk ~ 0 for all (j ,k)E T~. Notice that yjh a maxkyjk,
(j,h) E Tj. Consequently, for thls index j

XT2 (X) ~ E X z(X) i 0j ~ (3~h) E T~ ~h ~h
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yielding again a contradiction. Finally, suppose that for some T E t2

the point (x,y,t) lies in S(T) xY2(T) x R}`{0}. Then xjk z 0 for all
(j,k) ~ T. Since y E y2(T) there must be an índex j E IN with zjh~x) -
maxkzjk(x) s tlmaxkyjk ~ 0 for all (j,h) E Tj so that again x~zj(x) ~

Lemma 5.12 shows that the piecewise smooth path G2 in (h2)-1(0)
with end point (v,0,0) is a semi-closed and unbounded path whereas all
other paths in (h2)-1(0) are open and unbounded. If z(v) t 0, then

c2 ~{(x,y~t) E Ix 21 I x- ~, y~ tZ(~), t~ o}.
So, we assume in the following that v does not solve the NLCP. Since
Ip 2I - S is bounded at least one of the yjk's goes to minus infinity or
t goes to infinity on the unbounded path G2 originating in (v,0,0). If
one of the yjk's goes to minus infinity then t goes to infinity since
yjk - tzjk(x) on the path and z is bounded on S. However, h2(x,y,t) ~ 0
implies

zjk(x) - yjk~t ~ l~t for all ( j,k) E I

with t~(EN 1 max z k(x))-1. Therefore, when t goes to infiní-
js (j.k) E I(j) j

ty on an unbounded path in (h2)-1(0), all components of z(x) tend to be
nonpositíve so that the path G2 approaches a limit point (x~,y~)E IL 2I
satisfying z(x~) t 0. The next corollary concludes that the path P2 of
the product-process is the projection of the path G2 on Ip 2I and that
B2 is the same projection of (h2)-1(0).

Corollary 5.13. If (x,y,t) E(h2)-1(0) then there is a T E t2 such that
x E B2(T) a A2(T) rl C2(T). More precisely, (v,y,t) E G2 for all t with

0 ~ t G( E maxkzjk(v))-1 and y~ tz(v) E Y~ .
j E IN
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When t~(Ejmaxkzjk(v))-1 then y E Y2(TC) where T~ consists of the
(unique) index (j,k) for which

zjk(v) a max zjh(v) ~ j E IN(j,h) E I(j)

so that v lies in B2(TC). If x~ v, then there is a T E rZ auch that

(x,y,t) E A2(T) x y2(T) x R}` {0}

so that x lies in B2(T), t s(Ejmaxkzjk(x))-1 and y ~ tz(x).
Moreover, PZ is the projection of the path G2 on IpZI ~ S, PZ exists
and connects v with a solution to the NLCP when the ass~ptions 5.5 and
5.11 are satisfied.
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6. Existence proofs II

Finally, we prove the existence and convergence of the path P3
belonging to the exponent-process on S. Thie proof ia slightly different
from those for the other processes. When treating these processes we
used a single PDM with a primal manifold corresponding to the A(T)'s,
whíle the dual was induced by the C(T)'s. The sum of the dimensíons of
an A(T) and its corresponding C(T) was always constant. Also here, the
primal of a suitable PDM is related to the A3(s)-areas and the dual is
induced by the C3(s)-areas. However, the sum of the dimensions of A3(s)
and its corresponding dual area isn`t constant. The dimension of a cell
in the dual can jump with two whereas the dimension of an A3(s) can only
change with one. A jump of two happens when for some j E IN, z3(x) be-
comes equal to or lower than zero or when such a situation is left.
Therefore we define a collection of PDM's, each PDM related to a single
sign vector s E T3.

First we need to generalize the notion of a regular value. Again
we consider a subdívided (n-fl)-manifold M and a PC1 mapping h from ~M~
into Rn. We call c in Rn a regular value of h if dim h(B) a n for all
cells B ín M for which c E h(B) but we allow dim h(C) a n-1 for all (n-
1)-cells C being a face of just one (ni.l)-cell in M. It follows that for
a regular value c E Rn the set

h 1(c) a{x E ~M~ ~h(x) 3 c}

only intersecte with a face B in M of dimension less than n, if B is an
(n-1)-face in IdM ~of just one (ntl)-cell in M.

As said before, we will define a collection of PDM's. The primal
of each PDM is determined by a region A3(s), whereas the dual is induced
by the corresponding C3(s). More precisely, for a sign vector s E 13 we
define the set Y3(s) by

Y3(s) ~ CR{y E R~M~signy ~ s and E yjk - 1}
(j,k)E I
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where

I3 ~{s E R~M Is is a sign vector with I I}(s)I ~ 1 and ~I-(s)~ ~ 1}

and yjk denotes the maximum of zero and yjk.

Theorem 6.1. For s E t3 the triplet ( P3(s), D3(s),d3(s)) is a PDM of
degree N f M- E~~lk~(s) where

a) P 3(s) 3 {A3(s)}

b) D 3(s) s {Y3(s)}

c) (A3(s))d3(s) ~ Y3(s) and ( Y3(s))d3(s) ~ A3(s) and Xd3(e) ~~ for
each proper face X of A3(s) or Y3(s).

Proof. For each s E t3 the aet A3(s) is a (EN 1(IID(s)I - k(s)) -~ 1)-
3 N D ~~ ~ ~ 3cell and Y(s) ie an (N f M- E~~1II~(s)I - 1)-cell, so that both P(s)

and D3(s) are subdivided manifolds consisting of one cell.
Moreover, since the dual operator transforma only A3(s) and Y3(s) lnto a
nonempty set, all the conditions of definition 5.1 are immediately sa-
tisfied. Therefore, ( P3(s), D 3(s),d3(s)) i s a PDM with degree equal to

N
dim A3(s) f dim Y3(s) v N t M- E kj(s).

j-1

We call the collection {( p3(s), D3(s),d3(s)) I s E T3} the aet of PDM's
with respect to the exponent-process.

For simplicity of notation we define for each s E T3 some
related sets of sign vectors corresponding to the boundary of A3(s) and
Y3(s). Related to the boundary of A3(s) we define the set P(s) by

P(s) ~{8 E T3 I s Fi á}
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where s H s means that s conforms closely to s(see section 3).
The set P(s) is subdivided in two sets P1(s) and P2(s) defined by

P1(s) ~{sE t3l s H s and for just one j, either sjh E{-l,tl}

for just one (j,h) E I~(s) if kj(s) 3 0 or sjh --1

for just one (j,h) E Vj if kj(s) a 1 and sjh - 0}

and

P (s) -Z ~- - ~ - - -- --- .,--- --- -. ---- --j~-, - ----

for just two i ndices (j,h) E I~(s) and (j,k) E I~(s)n
V~, sjh - 1 and sjk ~-1}.

Furthermore, let AQ 3 {v}.
Correspondíng to the boundary of Y3(s), s E T3, we define the set Q(s)
by

Q(s) a{s E I3~ sih a sih for all (i,h)E I except for one

(j,k) E I with sjk s 0 and sjk - 0}.

Furthermore, recall from section 3 the definition of t3(v), the index
set of one-dimensional regions A3(s), and let S(s) be the intersection
of A3(s) and S(s).

N
Now, let L3(s) be the ( N t M- E kj(s))-manífold

j31
~ P 3(s), D 3(s),d3(s)~ induced by ( P 3(s), D 3(s),d3(s)).

Theorem 6.2. The boundary of L 3(s) - s E t3 - is equal to

I8 L 3(s)~~ (S(s) x Y3(s)) v( v (A3(s) x Y3(s))) v
s E P(s)

( u (A3(s) x Y3(t))) , s~ t3(V)
t E Q( s)

and
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~2L 3(s)~~ (S(s) x Y3(s)) u(A~ x Y3(s)) u( u (A3(s) x
t E Q(s)

Y3(t))) , s E r3(v).

Proof. It holds that~3L 3( s)~a (bd A3(s) x Y3(s)) U(A3(s) x bd Y3(s)).
With bd Y3(s) ~ u Y3(t), bd A3(s) ~ A~ V S(s) for s E r3(v), and

t E Q(g)

bd A3(s) a S(s) u( u A3(s)) for all other s E r3, the theorem
~
s E P(s)

follows immediately. p

In the next theorem the relation between the different manifolds L 3(s),
s E T3, is stated.

Theorem 6.3. Let L 3(s) be the manifold related to a sign vector s~
r3(v). The cell A3(s) x Y3(s) lies in both dL 3(s) and 6 L 3(á) if á E
P1(s). If s E P2(s) the cell A3(é) x Y3(s) lies in d L3(s) and is a fa-
cet of two cells in óL 3(s) and therefore a face of L 3(á).
For an arbitrary manífold L3(s), s E r3, the cell A3(s) x Y3(t), t E
Q(s), in d L 3(s) lies also in d L 3(t) if t E r3. If t~ r3 and ~ t E r3
with t E Q(t) and s E P2(t) then A3(s) x Y3(t) is a facet of two cella
in 6L 3(s). Moreover, A3(s) x Y3(t) is a cell in dL 3(t).

Proof. From theorem 6.2 we deduce that the cell A3(s) x Y3(s), é E P1(s),
is a facet of both A3(s) x Y3(s) and A3(s) x Y3(s). Furthermore, if s E

3 tP2(s), A( s) x Y(s) is a facet of A3(s) x Y3(s) and a facet of both
A3(s) x Y3(tl) and A3(s) x Y3(t2) with tl E Q(s) and t2 E Q(é). More
precisely, if é~k s 1 and s~h v-1 with (j,h) E V~, k~(s) ~ 1 and sjh ~
s~k ~ 0, it holds that t~k a 0 and t~h ~ 0. From theorem 6.2 we know
that A3(á) x Y3(tl) and A3(s) x Y3(t2) lie in d L 3(s).
The proof of the second part of the theorem follows the same lines.

N
We now define the (N t M- E k ( s) t 1)-manifold K3(s), s E r3, by

jal ~

p

K3(s) a{X x R} I X E L3(s)}.
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From theorem 6.2 we derive that for the boundary of K 3(s) holds

~dX 3(s)~- (A3(s) x Y3(s) x{0}) u(S(s) x Y3(s) x R}`{0}) u

( u (A3(s) x Y3(s) x R}`{0})) u
s E P(s)

( u (A3(s) x Y3(t) x R}`{0})) , s~ T3(v)
t E Q(s)

a nd

~óK 3(s)I~ (A3(s) x Y3(s) x{0}) u(3(s) x Y3(s) x R}`{0}) u

(A~ x y3(s) x R}`{0}) U

( u (A3(s) x Y3(t) x R}`{0}))
t E Q(s)

, s E T3(v).

For each s E r3 we define the function hs: IK 3(s)I i U3(s) by

hs(x.Y.t) - Y - tz(x) ~ (x.Y.t) E ~X3(S)~

where

U3(s) ~{y - tz(x) E RN}MI Vi with Ii(s)C Vi and Ii(s) a~

holds xi[Yi - tzi(x)] - 0}.

N
Note that the dimension of U3(s) is N t M- E k~(s).

jal

Assum tion 6.4. The point 0 in R~M is a regular value of each function
hs, s E T in the sense oE described in the beginning of this section.

Under aseinaption 5.5 each mapping hs, s E T3, is a piecewise
continuously differentiable mapping from ~K3(s)~ to U3(s). Together
with assumption 6.4 we obtain from theorem 5.2 that all sete (h3)-1(0),s
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s E T3, consist of piecewise smooth paths and loops, each path having 0,
1 or 2 end points in ló K3(s)I, s E T3.

Let us coneider the path G3(s~) of (h3~)-1(0) atarting in the
point ( x0. y~~t0) ~(~~z(~)I E z~k(~),( E zjk(v))-I).

( j, k) E I ( j , k) E I
Observe that this point lies in ~dK 3(s~)~ since (x~,y0,t~) E
A~ x Y3(sD) x R}{0}. When G3(sG) ia unbounded then, because p 3( aD) ia a
bounded manifold, at least one of the yjk's goes to minus infinity or t
goes to infinity. In the firat case also t goes to infinity since y~
tz(x) and because of the boundedness of z on the compact set S. So it
follows with t s( E z~k(x))-1 that G3(sG) approaches in case of

( j, k) E I ~ ~ 3 0 ~unboundedness a limit point ( x ,y ) in ~L (s )I for which z(x ) t 0. If
G3(s~) is bounded it connects (x~,y~,t~) with another point ( x,y,t) in
Id K3(sG)~, according to theorem 5.2. The point (x,y,t) doesn't lie
in A~ x Y3(sG) x R}{0} because then ( x,y,t) ~(xG,y ,tG). It is also
impossible that ( x,y,t) liea i n A3(s0) x Y3(s0) x{0}, aince then y~ 0
but 0~ ID 3(sD)I. Suppose (x,y,t) to be a point in S(sG) x Y3(sD) x
R}`{0}. Because y z tz(x) E Y3(aG) and t~ 0, there exists at leaet one
index ( i,h) E I such that zih(x) ~ 0. From x E S(s~) we know that

xip z 0 for all (i ,p) E I1(s~). Therefore xizi(x) ~ 0 yielding a contra-
diction to the complementaríty conditions on z. So, (x,y,t) E A3(s0) x
Y3(t) x R`{0} for some t E Q(aD). This cell ia alao an element off
óK 3(t) if t E t3. If t~ T3 then ( x,y,t) liea on the facet A3(sG) x
Y3(t) w R{`{0} of A3(sG) x Y3(t) x R}`{0} with the unique t E T3 for
which t E Q(t) and s~ E P2(t). This cell is an element of dK 3(t). In
this way we connect G3(sD) with a path in ~]{3(t)~ orlK 3(t)~
For an arbitrary s E t3 the foregoing remains valid. If s~ t3(v) it is
also posaible that a path in (h3)-1(0) reaches a facet3 t s
A(s) x Y3(s) x R}`{0}, s E P(s), in ó K 3(s). From theorem 6.2 we know
that A3(á) x Y3(s) x R}`{0} liea also in ó K3(3) . In this way we link
two paths i n I K3(s)I and II{3(s)I .

So, starting from (x~,y ,t~)E G3(s~) we get a linked path that
jumps from one PDM to another. This path is denoted by G3. For certain
s E r3, (he)-1(0) is compact if the t-component of the poínts ( x,y,t) E
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(hs)-1(0) doesn't go to infinity. So, for each s E T3, the number of
bounded paths in (h3)-1(0) is finite. Because the number of sign vectorss
in T3 is finite, the total number of bounded paths in u (h3)-1(0)

s E T
is finite.

3 s

Note that a bounded path in G3(s~) can be linked with (x~,y ,t~) and

with a path in another PDM whereas each bounded path in G3(s), s~ sG,

can always be linked with two paths in other PDM's. Therefore G3 must

enter a manifold ~K 3(s)~ for which G3 n ~K3(s)~ is unbounded and [
goes to infinity. Recall that for all points (x,y,t) E G3 holds that

t~( E zjk(x))-1. So, G3 must approach a limít-point (x~,y~) in
(j,k)E I

,t
IL (s)I with z(x ) t 0.

In the foregoing we proved the existence of a path connecting
the point (xG,yG) -(v,z(v)~ E z~k(v)) in ~áL 3(s~)~ with a point

~r ~r 3- - 3( j. k) E I ~
(x ,y ) in I L (s)I, s E T, for which z(x ) c 0. The next corollary
states that the path P3 of the exponent-process corresponds to the pro-
jection of G3 on S, whíle B3 is the same projec[ion of U (h3)-1(0).

s E T
3 s

Corollary 6.5. If (x,y,t) E(hs)-1(0) for some s E T3, then x E B3(s) -
A3(s) n C3(s). More precisely, when xzv, (v,y,t) E G3 with t-
( E z} (v))-1 and y~ tz(v) E Y3(sD). So, v lies in B3(sG).
(j.k) E I jk

If x~ v then (x,y,t) E A3(s) x Y3(s) x R}`{0}, so that x E B3(s).
Moreover, P3 is the projection of the path G3 on S. P3 exists and con-
nects v with a solution x~` to [he NLCP problem on S when the assumptions
5.5 and 6.4 are satisfied.

Remark that the case in which z(v) c 0 does not fit in the framework.
But then the existence and convergence of P3 are trivial.

The path G3 projected on S and the regions D 3(s) are illustrated in
fígure 6.1 for N61 and n1-2.
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Y3

e (3)

Y3

Y3((o,-~,~)T)

e(1) v e(2)

'Y2

a. Projection P3 of G3 on S b. Projection of G3 on D3((fl,-1,-F1)T)
Projection of G3 on D3((0,-l,fl)T)

Figure 6.1. The projections of G3 on S, D3((fl,-l,fl)T) and
D3((0,-l,fl)T) for N~1 and n1~2. The pro~ections are

heavily drawn. C3((-l,fl,i.l)T) í s denoted by I,
C3((-1,-l,fl)T) by II, C3((i.l,-l,fl)T) by III,
C3((fl,-1,-1)T) by IV, C3((-l,fl,-1)T) by V and
C3((fl,~-1,-1)T) by VI. The point a equals z(v)~(zl(v)~-z3(v))
and b ~ z(c)~z3(c).

We conclude this section with a short comparison of the diffe-
rent processes by focussing our attention to their respective homotopy-
parameter interpretations. For a point (x,y,t) on the path belonging to
the sum-process holda t 1 o max zij(x).

(i.j) E I
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When applying the product-process we have t I a
N
E max zjk(x) and we have t-I a E zjk(x) in case of

j31 (j,k)E I(j) (j,k) E I
the exponent-process. From this we can conclude that the homotopy-para-
meter belonging to the exponent-process gives a better measure of the
exactness of an approximation. All the positive components of z are con-
sidered while the product-process considers only the maximum component
of each zj, j E IN, and the sum-process only the maximinn component of
the whole z. All of this together gives theoretical reasons to prefer
the exponent-process for searching points x with z(x) c 0, where
z: S i R~M and x~zj(x) - 0 for all j E IN and all x E S.
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